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Secondary-Adult
Distant Thunder
An Integrated Skills

Approach to Learning
Language through Literature

Janis G. Scalone
An ESL/EFL reader containing fiction
and poetry by ethnic minority
writers.

Distant Thunder contains authentic short stories,
poems, and excerpts from novels by ethnic minor-
ity writers. Informed by reader response theory,
the text uses student-centered activities and a
reading-process approach to literature. The text is
rich with themes of inner conflict and cultural
confrontation and adaptation. It contains stories
and poems by Chinese, Japanese, Indian Ameri-
cans, Mexican Americans, Native Americans, and
African Americans whose work will engage readers
and encourage meaningful communication.
Distant Thunder contains ten units, each center-
ing on a single story or poem accompanied by
student-centered, reader response activities and
language exercises. The book introduces various
literary structures (such as point of view, charac-
ter, and setting) and devotes a section in each unit
to a focus on language.  7 x 10. 1999.
085336UM Paperback $18.95Journeys through

Literature
Myra Shulman, SKILL LEVEL: High-
Intermediate to Advanced
An advanced-level, content-based
textbook that contains unadapted
selections from English and Ameri-
can literature.

Journeys through
American Literature

Myra Shulman, SKILL LEVEL: Intermediate
to Advanced
The best of American literature for the
student and teacher to enjoy.  Journeys
through American Literature, a more
compact version of the classic text,
Journeys through Literature, introduces
students to the best of modern American

Journeys through Literature combines the
reading of literature, the analysis of literary
styles and techniques, and the acquisition of
language skills. A diversity of literary
selections is presented, with readings ranging from
the 14th through the 20th century. Chapters
include an overview of the literary period and
genre, biographical sketches of the author, and
descriptions of the literary period or tradition to
which the author belongs.
This textbook helps students formulate and ex-
press their own preferences and opinions about a
variety of literary works. The exercises and activi-
ties are intended to improve language skills and
critical-thinking skills, with the focus on the
student's response to the reading. The instructor's
manual includes a sample lesson plan, poetry
comparison worksheets, and an answer key.
For teachers who want to focus their instruction on
American literature, see Journeys through Ameri-
can Literature.  8-1/2 x 11. 1995.
082965UM Paperback $19.95
082973UM Teacher's Edition $15.95

literature while enhancing their reading, writing,
listening, and speaking skills. The new volume
focuses on 19th and 20th century American prose
and poetry, and includes a section taken from The
House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros.
Both texts help students formulate and express
their own preferences and opinions about a variety
of literary works. The exercises and activities are
intended to improve language skills and critical-
thinking skills, with the focus on the student's
response to the reading.
Each instructor's manual includes lesson plans and
answer keys among other helpful material.  8-1/2
x 11. 2000.
086421UM Paperback $18.95
086855UM Teacher's Edition $11.95

Math Skills for
the Workforce

At last, a math program
designed specifically for
workforce development.
Teach all the math skills
your learners need for job
success in just four books.
Math Skills for the Workforce develops the math
skills that ensure workforce success. It's also a
great value. With just four titles you can cover
what your learners need to know -- at a much
better price than competing titles.
♦A pretest ensures proper placement; a post-test
measures progress.
♦With reading levels of 4-6, even limited readers
can master math.
♦All unit openers and practice exercises deal with
work-related issues and scenarios.
♦A glossary defines unfamiliar words to keep
learners focused on problem solving.
63756SV Whole Numbers $15.50
63764SV Fractions $15.50
63772SV Decimals and Percents $15.50
63780SV Measure, Geo., & Algebra $15.50
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Secondary-Adult
Reader's Choice, 4th

Edition
Sandra Silberstein, Barbara K.
Dobson, and Mark A. Clarke
The 4th edition of Reader's Choice,
the world's best-known reading
skills textbook for ESL/EFL stu-
dents, includes teachers' favorite

features:
♦Original authentic readings from a variety of
sources, now including websites.
♦Specific instruction and exercises for developing
students' skills in skimming, scanning, reading for
thorough comprehension, and critical reading.
♦Readings accompanied by a variety of exercises,
including a composition focus to encourage use of
the text in integrated reading-writing programs.
♦The popular format of alternating skills units with
reading units is back in the 4th edition. Favorite
readings--like "The Lottery," "The Sacred Rac," and
the mysteries--are back; some, like "The Milgram
Experiment" have been augmented with supple-
mental material that brings the story/article into
the new millennium.  Readings in the new edition
come from websites, questionnaires, menus,
schedules, maps, magazines, newspapers, adver-
tisements, textbooks, and poetry and fiction.
Topics addressed by the new readings include: the
globalization of tourism, English as a global lan-
guage, genetic engineering, aging of the world's
population, the world's fight for food, and the
cross-generational workplace. The answer key is
included in the back of the book. 8-1/2 x 11. , 440
pgs. 2002.
086685UM Paperback $20.95

Reader's Choice
International Editions,

Book 1 & 2
E. Margaret Baudoin, Ellen S.
Bober, Mark A. Clarke, Barbara K.
Dobson, and Sandra Silberstein,
SKILL LEVEL: Advanced
Abridged edition of the highly
recommended ESL textbook made
more accessible for international
language classes.  The highly acclaimed second
edition of Reader's Choice has been divided into
two separate and self-contained texts. Book 1
contains units 1-6 and 14 of the single volume.
Valuable appendixes and answer keys are included.
The International Editions were originally designed
to offer EFL students the opportunity to use
smaller editions of this highly regarded text, but
they are just as widely used with ESL students.
The texts offer fiction, personal experience, and
humor for the student's enjoyment. The essays
and editorials sharpen critical faculties, while
graphs, charts, science and business features, and
contemporary magazine and newspaper articles
present topics of widespread interest.  7-1/4 x 10.
1993.
081853UM Paperback, Book 1 $11.95
081861UM Paperback, Book 2 $11.95

Contemporary Social
Issues

Authentic Readings for the
ESL Learner

Sarabel Kass Cohen, SKILL LEVEL:
High-Intermediate to Advanced
Learn English by reading and

discussing timely issues about our global commu-
nity.  This textbook offers authentic readings and
accompanying exercises that provide practice in
the development of various reading and language
skills-- skills that will aid in the transition to aca-
demic study. The readings, arranged thematically,
address interesting contemporary issues--popula-
tion control, the census and immigration, family,
and education.  Because the readings represent a
variety of sources--newspapers, magazines, ency-
clopedias, college textbooks, essays, true stories,
transcribed conversations, and speeches-- students
are exposed to various writing formats/styles and
prominent writers. Extensive vocabulary work is
contained in glossaries that accompany the read-
ings and vocabulary review at the end of each unit.
Contemporary Social Issues also improves
writing skills and teaches comparing, contrasting,
paraphrasing, and summarizing skills.  7 x 10.
1997.
083899UM Paperback $17.95

Intermediate Reading Practices
Building Reading and Vocabulary Skills

Keith S. Folse, SKILL LEVEL: Intermediate
Intermediate Reading Practices offers an exten-
sive array of exercises designed to provide stu-
dents with strategies for comprehending what they
read--and with practice in reading faster and more
efficiently. Students will master the skills essential
to improving reading speed and comprehension,
thereby improving their confidence in language
learning.  Rather than merely testing skills, Inter-
mediate Reading Practices contains exercises
that provide practice in specific skills: developing
vocabulary, finding context clues, using the dictio-
nary, forming conclusions, locating answers, scan-
ning, and finding the main idea. In addition,
unique timed word recognition and reading exer-
cises help improve reading rates. The ten lessons
are supplemented by an appendix and an answer
key.  8-1/2 x 11. 1993.
08206XUM Paperback $17.95
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Secondary-Adult
Choice Readings

International Edition, Books
1 & 2

Mark A. Clarke, Barbara K. Dobson,
and Sandra Silberstein, SKILL
LEVEL: Intermediate
An abridged edition of the success-
ful reading skills textbook.
Using the popular format of

Choice Readings
Mark A. Clarke, Barbara K. Dobson,
and Sandra Silberstein, SKILL
LEVEL: Intermediate
An intermediate-level ESL reading
textbook from the authors of
Reader's Choice.
Using the popular format of

Reader's Choice, Choice Readings introduces
intermediate students to the skills and strategies
of independent and efficient reading.
Choice Readings provides a wide range of au-
thentic reading experiences:
♦Essays and editorials sharpen critical reading
skills.
♦The needs of today's international language
learners are reflected in the science and business
features as well as in magazine and newspaper
articles on topics of widespread interest.
♦Maps, charts, and graphs complement many of
the prose selections.
♦Fiction provides opportunities for students to
stretch their imaginations.
♦Cartoons provide insight into human nature and
cultural differences.
♦Reading selections include airline terminal and
campus maps, magazine graphics, newspaper
articles, advice columns, technical prose, poetry,
questionnaires, and a college application and
tuition chart.  An answer key is included.  8-1/2 x
11. , 296 pgs. 1996.
083295UM Paperback $15.95

Reader's Choice, Choice Readings introduces
intermediate students to the skills and strategies
of independent and efficient reading.
Choice Readings provides a wide range of au-
thentic reading experiences:
♦Essays and editorials sharpen critical reading
skills.
♦The needs of today's international language
learners are reflected in the science and business
features as well as in magazine and newspaper
articles on topics of widespread interest.
♦Maps, charts, and graphs complement many of
the prose selections.
♦Fiction provides opportunities for students to
stretch their imaginations.
♦Cartoons provide insight into human nature and
cultural differences.
♦Reading selections include airline terminal and
campus maps, magazine graphics, newspaper
articles, advice columns, technical prose, poetry,
questionnaires, and a college application and
tuition chart.  An answer key is included.  7 x 10.
1999.
084577UM Paperback, Book 1 $11.95
002899UM Book 1 Cass(s) $15.00
084585UM Paperback, Book 2 $11.95
002902UM Book 2 Cass(s) $15.00

Pyramids
Structurally Based Tasks

for ESL Learners
Carolyn G. Madden and Susan M.
Reinhart
An innovative, task-based pro-
gram for ESL students, the first
of its kind designed for low or
low-intermediate students.
A variety of input modes (listening, reading, visual,
and shared information) offers the student several
contexts for using particular structures, while an
emphasis on asking and answering questions
allows students to synthesize information and use
it to perform such practical everyday tasks as
solving problems, expressing opinions, summariz-
ing, and making decisions.  8-1/2 x 9-1/4. 1987.
080733UM Paperback $12.95
080725UM Teacher's Edition $  7.95

English Pattern Practices
Establishing the Patterns as Habits

Robert Lado, Charles F. Fries, and the Staff of the
Michigan English Language Institute
Students recite English patterns, changing an
element each time, until the patterns become
automatic.  Part of the classic Michigan Rainbow
series.  This classic text for beginning and inter-
mediate students teaches English through pat-
terns. Also included are conversation drills. 6 x 9.
1958.
083023UM Paperback $15.95
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Middle School/Secondary/Citizenship/Reading
Reading, Thinking,

Writing
A Text for Students of

English as a Second
Language

Mary S. Lawrence
Provides practice in reading
analytically and writing logically.
GOAL: To provide practice in reading analytically
and writing logically.  Students learn to integrate
reading and writing by concentrating on the
grammar and vocabulary of logical relationships.
Chapters include a reading section, conversation
practice, writing exercises, and review questions.
8-1/2 x 11. , 252 pgs. 1975.
085484UM Paperback $17.95

Preparation for
Citizenship

Prepare immigrants and refugees
for U.S. Citizenship with easy to
read INS core content and
authentic study questions and
application forms with this
complete citizenship program.
96 pages.

34584SV Softcover Workbook $13.95

Citizenship

Genuine Articles
Authentic Reading Texts for

Intermediate Students of
American English

Catherine Walter
Genuine Articles is a collection of 24
authentic reading texts gathered from a
wide range of sources: newspapers,
magazines, brochures, advertisements, business
letters; and books of fiction, nonfiction, and poetry. The
type of writing varies, with examples of instruction,
description, narrative, persuasion, and classification.
The practical exercises that follow each text are designed
to teach, rather than test, and promote an active ap-
proach to reading. Summary-skills exercises in each unit
help students organize information in the text and build
mental summaries. Other exercises include scanning,
drawing inferences, guessing vocabulary from context,
and recognizing cohesive links within a text.
278007CA Student's Book $26.00
278015CA Teacher's Man & Ans. Key $12.00

Task Reading
Evelyn Davies, Norman Whitney,
Meredith Pike-Baky, Laurie Blass
Task Reading, a high-beginning to
low-intermediate reading skills text,
has an ongoing story line – a day in the
life of two adult students in San Fran-
cisco. Each unit presents realistic

situations, supported by a wide variety of reading
materials, many of which are authentic: dialogs, maps,
diagrams, articles, letters, and advertisements. Accom-
panying exercises help students understand the context
and purpose of the many different kinds of readings.
Predictable comprehension questions are avoided
throughout, and the exercise types are highly varied. The
book also includes Teacher's Notes, which give unit-by-
unit teaching suggestions.
358108CA Student's Book $21.00

America’s Story
Softcover and Hardcover * Level 5-10 *
Reading Levels 2-3
If history basals exclude your limited
readers, America’s Story offers an easy
to read alternative.  American’s Story is
available in two softcover titles or a single
hardcover edition.

♦Full-color text presents on-level content at reading
levels 2-3.
♦Vocabulary, writing, comprehension, and geography skill-
building components.
♦America’s Story is also still available in a Spanish
version for Spanish-fluent ESL students.
23833SV Book 1 - to 1865 $  17.40
23841SV Book 2 - Since 1865 $  17.40
27943SV Teacher’s Guide $  10.50
2385XSV Student Hardcover $  35.30
23884SV Teach Res Binder $107.00
60509SV Primer Libro - hasta 1865 $  17.30
60517SV Segundo libro - desde 1865 $  17.30
60525SV Teacher’s Guide $  11.80

Explorations in World
Literature

Readings to Enhance Aca-
demic Skills

Carole M. Shaffer-Koros, Jessie M. Reppy
High Beginning
From Homer to Kafka to Márquez, this
anthology introduces students to world literature while
improving their academic skills in listening, speaking,
reading, and writing.
65744XCA Student's Book $25.00
658039CA Teacher Manual $  7.50

Reading
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Read All About It 1 and 2
Lori Howard
High Beginning-Low Intermediate

Read All About It:
♦ Draws on authentic news stories, magazine articles, biographies,
folktales and poetry.  ♦ Develops reading skills, vocabulary, and
critical thinking through a wide variety of pre-reading, reading, and
post-reading activities.  ♦ Supports the readings with vivid photo-
graphs and illustrations.  ♦ Invites cooperative learning with numer-
ous opportunities for group and pair work. ♦ Enables independent
learning with a removable Answer Key and "Remember the Words," a
student's personal vocabulary diary. ♦ Includes Teacher's Notes for
both novice and experienced teachers.
These readers offer engaging selections based on authentic materi-
als. Unit themes correspond to those in the Dictionary, and read-
ings contextualize and expand on dictionary vocabulary. Accompa-
nying activities help develop reading skills, vocabulary, and critical
thinking. Word lists with pages references to the Dictionary are
provided.
A Cassette for each book contains clear, easy-to-understand record-
ings of all the readings in the text. Read All About It 1 and 2 can be
used as independently or with the support of The Oxford Picture
Dictionary. Themes in the readings correspond to those in the Dictio-
nary, and a Word List with page references to the Dictionary is
provided.  See Oxford Picture Dictionary on page 5.

Reading

Can You Believe It?
Jann Huizenga
Beginning-Intermediate
Can You Believe It? is a three-level series that
teaches high-frequency idioms, two-word verbs,
and fixed expressions in the context of remark-
able, real-life tales from around the globe. With
its integration of reading, listening, and speaking
skills, this series is an invaluable tool for teaching
idiomatic language both in and outside the class-
room.
Features:
♦Unusual and true news stories on a wide range
of topics that capture students' interest from the
very start.
♦Common and essential idioms are presented in
engaging, real contexts that provide clear mean-
ing and natural use of new vocabulary.
♦Lively comic-strip style illustrations and accom-
panying Cassettes provide richly contextualized
visual and aural input and reinforcement of con-
tent and idioms.
♦Ample opportunities for producing idioms in
speaking and writing are provided through story
retelling, thought-provoking personal questions,
dialogue production, and dictation.
♦Review Units allow additional practice of form
and meaning of idioms in enjoyable new contexts.

♦A complete Lexicon offers additional information
on collocations, grammar, synonyms, and ant-
onyms.
Can You Believe It?
437279-0 Book 1 $18.50
437280-4 Cassette 1 $17.50
437275-8 Book 2 $18.50
437277-4 Cassette 2 $17.50
437276-6 Book 3 $18.50
437278-2 Cassette 3 $17.50

435196-3
Read All About It 1 $15.50
436977-3
Read All About It 1 Cass $17.50
438995-2
Read All About It CD 1 $21.95
435224-2
Read All About It 2 $15.50
436978-1
Read All About It 2 Cass $17.50
438996-0
Read All About It CD 2 $21.95
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Reading

Ready to Read
Ruth Brancard and Jeanne Hing
High Beginning
Ready to Read us a text designed for students who have some knowl-
edge of English and want to improve their reading skills. The nine chap-
ters feature interesting stories about real people living and working in
the United States.
The stories are accompanied by extensive exercises that help students
gain confidence in their reading ability. In addition, the numerous photos
and illustrations aid students in their reading comprehension. Topics for
discussion, activities for building ideas, and role plays are also included.
434368-5 Ready to Read $12.95

Reading Connections
Skills and Strategies for Purposeful Read-

ing
Anne Ediger and Cheryl Pavlik
Intermediate-High Intermediate
Reading Connections is a two-book series that teaches students
the reading, vocabulary, and critical thinking skills essential for
becoming effective readers. Each unit features thematically-
grouped authentic readings accompanied by extensive reading
strategy instruction designed to build a core set of reading skills.
Key features:
♦High-interest reading in a wide range of genres and from a vari-
ety of sources simulate real-life academic and professional reading.
♦Challenging unit tasks require students to gather relevant infor-
mation from a number of sources, process the information, and
draw conclusions, thereby replicating the actual reading process.
♦Extensive reading strategy instruction provides students with
practice in a core set of reading skills necessary for purposeful
reading.♦Detailed vocabulary strategy instruction teaches students the skills they need to build and define a

working academic and professional vocabulary, in addition to helping them cope with unknown vocabu-
lary as they are reading.
♦Further independent reading in content areas is encouraged through extensive supplementary texts
and activities, including "Electronic Link" sections that direct students to topic-related Web sites.
435825-9 Reading Connections Intermediate $21.00
435826-7 Reading Connections High-Intermediate $21.00

Success in the U.S.
Immigrants' True Stories

Connie Turner, Judy Shane, and Janet Podnecky
Recommended for EL/Civics - adult and young
adult students
Success in the U.S. is a collection of touching
and humorous stories told by immigrants about
different kinds of success. This lively text teaches
basic reading and workplace skills and is ideal for
adult and young adult students.
Key Features
♦Focused pre- and post-reading activities develop
a range of reading comprehension skills such as
predicting, understanding and interpreting ideas,
and sequencing events.
♦Workplace skills practice, correlated to SCANS
guidelines, enables students to develop skills and

competencies such as problem
solving, reasoning, communicat-
ing information, and managing
time.
♦Real-life tasks require students
to complete basic forms, includ-
ing tax forms, write memos,
create schedules and interpret
want ads.
♦Numerous photos and
illustrations clarify key words and decoding-skill
activities facilitate vocabulary acquisition.
♦Varied activities engage students in both coop-
erative and independent learning.
♦Easy-to-use "Teacher's Notes" provide step-by-
step instructions.
 436154-3 Success in the U.S. $13.95

Recommended for ESL Civics!
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Select Readings
Linda Lee and Erik Gundersen
Pre-Intermediate - Intermediate
Select Readings offers high-interest reading passages from authentic sources.
These passages act as springboards into reading comprehension activities,
reading skills development, vocabulary building, grammatical analysis practice,
and thought-provoking discussion and writing.
Key features:
♦Compelling topics such as culture shock, the future of technology, and family
relationships encourage students to make personal connections with the reading
passages.
♦A wide variety of text types includes newspaper articles, interviews, personal
narratives, and essays.
♦Extensive reading skill instruction in critical areas such as skimming and scan-
ning prepares students to read purposefully and effectively.
♦Focus on vocabulary building skills including using context and understanding
word forms helps students improve their ability to handle unfamiliar words, while
also expanding their vocabulary base.

Reading

♦Full-color photos and fine art introduce the theme of each chapter.
♦Culture Notes provide background information for terms and references students encounter in the
reading passages.
♦Vocabulary glosses define challenging new words, phrases, and expressions in context.
♦A crossword puzzle at the end of each chapter recycles key vocabulary.
♦Full-color maps help students locate places mentioned in the reading passages.
Audio Program
The Cassette offers a recording of the reading passages designed to enhance comprehension.
Quizzes and Answer Key
One photocopiable Quizzes and Answer Key will be provided free of charge, upon request, with each
class order of Select Readings Pre-Intermediate or Select Readings Intermediate.
Select Readings Pre-Intermediate
437475-0 Student Book $19.95
437477-7 Cassette $17.50
439126-4 Audio CD $21.95
Select Readings Intermediate
437700-8 Student Book $19.95
437708-3 Cassette $17.50
439127-2 Audio Cd $21.95

Recommended for No Child Left Behind
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Reading
Reading Together

A Reading/Activities
Text, SE

Karl Krahnke, High Beginning to
Intermediate
The second edition of this success-
ful text features updated readings
and high-interest topics – such as education, food,
marriage, and money – in a format that will de-
velop students' skills and motivate them to read.
With its focus on reading for meaning and coopera-
tive learning, Reading Together provides stu-
dents with crucial strategies for approaching the
kinds of texts they will encounter throughout their
academic careers.
Features updated readings on the media, immigra-
tion, and the environment.
Presents more opportunities to develop vocabulary
through the addition of dictionary lessons and word
webs.
657709CA Student's Book $24.00
657695CA Teacher Manual $  7.50

Strategic
Reading

Strategic Reading is a
three-level low-interme-
diate to high-intermedi-
ate series for young-adult
and adult learners of
English. In addition to
teaching specific reading
strategies, its interactive
approach emphasizes
background knowledge and
the importance of a
reader's interaction with
the text.
Features
♦High-interest readings adapted from authentic
sources.
♦Two-page lessons designed to fit 60-90 minute
classes.
♦Explicit reading skill instruction.
♦Strong focus on vocabulary building.
♦Attractive design and clear signposting of activi-
ties and skills.
♦Wide variety of skills and task types.
Level 1
555809CA Student Book $20.00
555779CA Teacher Book $17.00
Level 2
555795CA Student Book $20.00
555760CA Teacher Book $17.00
Level 3
555787CA Student Book $20.00
555752CA Teacher Book $17.00

Making Connections
A Strategic Approach to Academic Reading

Second Edition
Kenneth Pakenham
High Intermediate to Low Advanced
Making Connections is a reading skills book aimed at
high-intermediate students who need to prepare for
academic college reading tasks.  The book has four
high-interest thematic units, each with multiple
readings on health, multicultural societies, language
and the environment.
The second edition has been significantly revised
and updated, and some exciting new features have
been added.  Twelve reading skills and strategies
sections weave their way through the book, giving
students insight into how academic texts are orga-
nized and how to read effectively.  Readings now
begin with pre-reading tasks and end with a post-
reading section that takes students “Beyond the
Reading,:” allowing for Internet research, discussion,
and writing.
The new edition retains the successful features of
the first edition: a long final reading at the end of
each unit; a strong focus on vocabulary develop-
ment; and unique, creative exercises that activate
the reading strategies being taught.
Multiple readings, including one longer reading, on
high-interest themes.
Skills and strategy sections help students gain
insight into how academic texts are organized and
teach them how to read effectively.
A large variety of creative reading tasks with a
strong emphasis on academic vocabulary building.
542847CA Student Book $27.00
542855CA Teacher Book $10.00

NEW
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Oxford Bookworms Playscripts
Series Editor: Clare West
Oxford Bookworms Playscripts can be used as readers and for perfor-
mances. The series includes fully illustrated classic and contemporary plays,
complete with introductions, performance notes, and character lists. Exercises
and glossaries that explain key topic vocabulary are also included.
The Oxford Bookworms Playscripts are ideal for developing students'
reading, comprehension and speaking skills.
♦Acting and speaking aloud encourage natural stress and intonation patterns.
♦Drama is immediate and dynamic, making language more memorable.
Level 1: 400-Word vocabulary
422854-1 A Ghost in Love and Other Plays $5.95
422855-X The Murder of Mary Jones $5.95
422853-3 Sherlock Holmes: Two Plays $5.95
423217-4 The Butler Did It and Other Plays NEW $5.95
423219-0 Five Short Plays NEW $5.95
Level 2: 700-Word vocabulary
422856-8 The Importance of Being Earnest $5.95
422857-6 Much Ado About Nothing $5.95
422852-5 Romeo and Juliet $5.95
423216-6 One Thousand Dollars & Other Plays NEW $5.95

Reading

Discovering
Fiction

Intermediate to Advanced
Discovering Fiction is a two-
level anthology of short stories by
contemporary and classic Ameri-
can authors such as Isaac
Asimov, Gwendolyn Brooks,
Sandra Cisneros, Kate Chopin,
Ernest Hemingway, Langston Hughes, and Shirley
Jackson. Designed for intermediate to advanced
students, the texts provide interactive, integrated
skills lessons developed around each story.
COMPONENTS
Discovering Fiction 1
High Intermediate to Advanced
005590CA Student Book $24.00
002354CA Teacher Book $  7.50
Discovering Fiction 2
Intermediate
003512CA Student Book $24.00
008093CA Teacher Book $  7.50

Making Peace:
 A Reading/Writing/Thinking Text on

Global Community
Elaine Brooks, Len Fox, Beginning to Low Intermediate
This exciting peace education reader focuses on
ethical issues as a way of stimulating student inter-
est, discussion, thinking, writing, and learning. The
authors use peace education issues as a way of
helping students to improve reading and writing skills
while sharing thoughts and concerns about cross-
cultural issues. Making Peace promotes peaceful
relations, respect, and understanding among nations,
cultures, and groups, as well as across gender, race,
class, ethnicity, and generations.
Using the topic of peace in the global community, this
innovative reader provides content-based language
instruction for ESL students.
657806CA Student's Book $25.00
657792CA Teacher Manual $  7.50
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Reading
Oxford Bookworms: Factfiles

Beginning
This full-color series presents nonfiction topics about
interesting places and subjects. Each title provides help
with the comprehension of specific vocabulary by using
color photographs and a glossary. Exercises and sugges-
tions for project work are also included. The books are
graded at 400- to 1,400-word vocabulary levels.
Level 1: 400-Word Vocabulary
422805-3 Animals in Danger $  6.95
422870-3 Diana, Princess of Wales $  6.95
422846-0 Flight $  6.95
422801-0 London $  6.95
422800-2 New York $  6.95
422843-6 New York Cassette $12.95
423200-X Titanic $  6.95
423358-8 Washington D.C. $  6.95
Level 2: 700-Word Vocabulary
423204-0 California $  6.95
422808-8 Forty Years of Pop $  6.95
422663-8 Forty Years of Pop CD $15.95
422868-1 Pollution $  6.95
422803-7 Rainforests $  6.95
423357-X Soccer $  6.95
423203-4 UFOs $  6.95
422807-X Under the Ground $  6.95
Level 3: 1,000-Word Vocabulary
422811-8 The Cinema $  6.95
422665-4 The Cinema CD $15.95
423294-8 Information Technology $  6.95
423363-4 Martin Luther King $  6.95
422804-5 Mission Apollo $  6.95
422872-X The Olympic Games $  6.95
422806-1 Recycling $  6.95
422871-1 The USA $  6.95
422664-6 The USA CD $15.95
423364-2 Laughter $  6.95
Level 4: 1,400-Word Vocabulary
422851-7 Disaster! $  6.95
422850-9 Great Crimes $  6.95
422668-9 Great Crimes CD $15.95
423362-6 Nelson Mandela NEW $  6.95
Level 5: 1,800 Word Vocabulary
423202-6 History of the Eng Language NEW $  6.95

Recommended for No
Child Left Behind
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Reading
NEW!    Dominoes

Beginning-Low-Intermediate
Dominoes is a graded reading series with language support on every page. They are ideal for students
who need extra motivation and a more structured reading program. They feature:
♦Before-reading activities setting each stories scene.
♦Activity pages after each chapter checking understanding and preparing students for the next section.
♦Glossaries on the page providing full vocabulary support.
♦Project work pages to offering extra written work that build on the main themes.
♦Audio cassettes featuring a reading of the story plus comprehension and pronunciation support.
Dominoes Starter 250-Word Vocabulary
424336-2 Around - World in 80 Days $  5.95
424353-2 Cassette $12.95
424337-0 Rip Van Winkle $  5.95
424354-0 Cassette $12.95
424338-9 William Tell & Other Stories $  5.95
424355-9 Cassette $12.95
424339-7 A Pretty Face $  5.95
424373-7 Cassette $12.95
424405-9 Changing Places NEW $  5.95
424413-X Cassette $12.95
424392-3 Mulan NEW $  5.95
424370-2 Cassette $12.95
Dominoes One 400-Word Vocabulary
424340-0 Blue Diamond, The $  5.95
424356-7 Blue Diamond, Cassette $12.95
424342-7 Curse of the Mummy, The $  5.95
424358-3 Curse of the Mummy, Cass $12.95
424409-1 Deep Trouble NEW $  5.95
424417-2 Cassette $12.95
424410-5 Teacher’s Secret NEW $  5.95
424418-0 Cassette $12.95
424397-4 True Heroes of Sport NEW $  5.95
424381-8 Cassette $12.95
424341-9 Wild West, The $  5.95
424357-5 Wild West, Cassette $12.95
Dominoes Two 700-Word Vocabulary
424345-1 Emma $ 5.95
424359-1 Emma Cassette $12.95
424347-8 Lost World, The $  5.95
424361-3 Lost World, Cassette $12.95
424344-3 Turn of the Screw, The $  5.95
424363-X Turn of the Screw, Cassette $12.95
424380-X White Fang $  5.95
424365-6 White Fang Cassette $12.95
Dominoes Three  1000-Word Vocabulary
424411-3 Dian and the Gorillas $  5.95
424421-0 Cassette $12.95
424403-2 Last of the Mohicans $  5.95
424387-7 Cassette $12.95

Recommended for No
Child Left Behind
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The Oxford Bookworms Library
Series Editors: Tricia Hedge and Jennifer Bassett
Beginning–Advanced
The Oxford Bookworms Library offers a wide selection
of readers that are adaptations of modern and classic
fiction. At the lower levels, there are stories written
especially for the series.
The books are graded at six language levels, from elemen-
tary (400 word vocabulary) to advanced (2,500 word
vocabulary). Vocabulary, structure, syntax and the informa-
tion presented are all carefully controlled. Key topic vo-
cabulary is often illustrated, particularly at the lower
levels.
Oxford Bookworms Library titles encourage enjoyable
and successful reading with:
♦Introductions to lead students into the story.
♦Illustrations to support the natural language used
throughout each book.
♦Glossaries to explain key topic words in the story.

Reading

Level 1: 400-Word Vocabulary
Average story length: 40 pages
Average word count: 5,200
422944-0 A Little Princess
422936-X Adv. Tom Sawyer
422937-8 Aladdin and Lamp
422938-6 Xmas in Prague
422939-4 Coldest Place/Earth
422940-8 Elephant Man
422942-4 Bye, Mr. Hollywood
422945-9 Lottery Winner
422946-7 Love or Money?
422947-5 Mary, Q. of Scots
422949-1 Mutiny/Bounty
422960-2 Omega Files
422950-5 One-Way Ticket SS
422951-3 Phantom/Opera
422952-1 Pocahontas
422953-X Pres. Murderer
422954-8 Remember Miranda
422961-0 Sherlock/Duke’s Son
422955-6 Under the Moon
422956-4 White Death
422957-2 Witches of Pendle
423249-0 Withered Arm
422958-0 Wizard of Oz, The
Level 2: 700-Word Vocabulary
Average story length: 40 pages
Average word count: 6,500 words
422963-7 Agatha Christie,
422964-5 Alice's/Wonderland
422965-3 Anne/Green Gables
432298-0 Canterville Ghost
422967-X Children New Forest
422968-8 Dead Man's Island
422969-6 Death/Freezer
422970-X Death of K Silkwood
422971-8 Dracula
422972-6 Earrings/Frankfurt
422973-4 Five Children and It
422974-2 Grace Darling
422975-0 Henry VIII/6 Wives
422976-9 Huckleberry Finn
422977-7 Jungle Book, The
422994-7 Love/Haystacks
422978-5 Love of a King, The

Level 2: 700-Word Vocabulary
422992-0 Murders Rue Morgue
422980-7 Mystery of Allegra
422981-5 New Yorkers
422982-3 The Piano
422984-X Robinson Crusoe
422985-8 Sherlock Holmes SS
422986-6 Stories/Five Towns
422993-9 Tales/Longpuddle
422989-0 Voodoo Island
422990-4 William Shakespeare
422991-2 Year of Sharing
Level 3: 1,000-Word Vocabulary
Average story length: 56 pages
Average word count: 10,000
422996-3 The Brontë Story
422997-1 Call of the Wild
422999-8 Chemical Secret
423000-7 Christmas Carol, A
423002-3 Ethan Frome
423003-1 Frankenstein
423005-8 Justice
423006-6 Kidnapped
423011-2 Picture/Dorian Gray
423012-0 Prisoner of Zenda
423013-9 Railway Children
423014-7 Secret Garden, The
423015-5 Skyjack!
423016-3 The Star Zoo
423017-1 Tales of Mystery
423025-2 Three Strangers
423019-8 Through/Look Glass
423020-1 Tooth and Claw SS
423022-8 Wind/Willows
Level 4: 1,400-Word Vocabulary
Average story length: 72 pages
Average word count: 16,000
423028-7 Black Beauty
423029-5 Cranford
423031-7 Desert, MT, Sea SS
423032-5 Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde
423034-1 Gulliver's Travels
423035-X Hound/Baskervilles
423036-8 Little Women
423037-6 Lord Jim
423038-4 Lorna Doone

Level 4: 1,400-Word Vocabulary
423041-4 Mr. M. Hornblower
423044-9 Silas Marner
423047-3 Tale of Two Cities, A
423048-1 Thirty-Nine Steps
423049-X Three Men in a Boat
423050-3 Treasure Island
423051-1 Unquiet Grave, The
423052-X Washington Square
Level 5: 1,800 Word Vocabulary
Average story length: 88 pages
Average word count: 23,000
423059-7 Bride Prince
423060-0 David Copperfield
423064-3 Far/Madding Crowd
423065-1 Garden Party
423067-8 Great Expectations
423072-4 Riddle/Sands
423075-9 Wuthering Heights
Level 6: 2,500-Word Vocabulary
Average story length: 104 pages
Average word count: 30,000
423088-0 Jane Eyre
423092-9 Oliver Twist
423093-7 Pride and Prejudice
423094-5 Tess/d'Urbervilles
423095-3 Vanity Fair

Oxford Bookworms Library Pack
0-19-422529-1 $ 64.00
Contains one each of the following
titles: A Christmas Carol, Dr. Jeckyl &
Mr. Hyde , The Elephant Man, Garden
Party & Other Short Stories, Great
Expectations, Hound of the Baskervilles,
Jane Eyre, Mutiny on the Bounty, Oliver
Twist, Robinson Crusoe, The Secret
Garden, Sherlock Holmes Short Stories
Oxford Bookworms Library single
cassettes are $ 12.95
Oxford Bookworms Library set of 2
cassettes are $ 17.95
422879-7 Tom Sawyer (1)
422859-2 Bye, Mr. Hollywood (1)
422776-6 Anne/Gr. Gables (1)
422860-6 Death/K Silkwood (1)
422782-0 Huckleberry Finn (1)
422783-9 Call of the Wild (2)
422786-3 Little Women (2)
423150-X Wash. Square (2)

♦Activities to help students get more out of each story.
♦"About the Author" sections to give students information about the
author’s life and work.
All books are $5.95, Single Cassettes are $12.95, Double Cassettes are
17.95, Oxford Bookworms Library Pack is $64.00.
SS = Short stories, New Titles are RED
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Cambridge English Readers
Cambridge English Readers set new standards of excellence in graded reading with the
highest quality of writing and storytelling, combined with great sensitivity to the
linguistic needs of learners.  The series offers new fiction, specially written for adult
and young adult learners of English, at least six levels from beginning to low advanced.
All books are paperbacks.

RL Title Genre Book Cass. Bk&Cass
1 400 headwords 32 pp

2
2
1
2-3

Just Like a  Movie*
Big  Picture
Help!
John Doe

Thriller
Thriller
Thriller
Murder Mystery

788137CA
798469CA
65615XCA
656192CA

788145CA
798477CA
656141CA
656184CA

794919CA
794935CA

RL Title Genre Book Cass Bk&Cass
2 800 headwords 48 pp

2
6
3
4
3
2
3

Human Interest
Thriller
Thriller
Murder Mystery
Thriller
Science Fiction
Murder Mystery

797543CA
664772CA
783615CA
795060CA
775531CA
656087CA
656133CA

797551CA
664764CA
783623CA
795079CA
775477CA
656095CA
656125CA

79501XCA

794994CA
794978CA
794951CA

3 1,300 headwords 64 pp
RL Title Genre Book Cass Bk&Cass

5
4
N/A
N/A
N/A
5
3
4

Two Lives
The House by the Sea
The Beast
How I Met Myself
A Puzzle for Logan
Just Good Friends
Double Cross
The Ironing Man

Romance
Thriller
Horror
Ghost Story
Murder Mystery
Romance
Thriller
Comedy

795044CA
775787CA
750164CA
750180CA
750202CA
775337CA
656176CA
66621XCA

795052CA
775779CA
750172CA
750199CA
750210CA
775329CA
656168CA
664942CA

4 1,900 headwords 88 pp
RL Title Genre Book Cass Bk&Cass

6
5
N/A
5
5
7
7
5
6

Amsterdam Connection
Staying Together
High Life, Low Life*
The Fruitcake Special & Others*
The Lady in White
A Matter of Chance
When Summer Comes
Nothing But the Truth
But Was It Murder?

Murder Mystery
Romance
Thriller
Short Stories
Ghost Story
Thriller
Romance
Adventure
Murder Mystery

795028CA
798485CA
788153CA
783658CA
666201CA
775523CA
656117CA
656230CA
783593CA

795036CA
798493CA
788161CA
783666CA
664950CA
775469CA
656109CA
656222CA
783607CA

5 2,800 headwords 96 pp
RL Title Genre Book Cass Bk&Cass

5
5
7
6
6
N/A
7

All I Want
East 43rd Street*
In the Shadow of the Mountain
Death in the Dojo
Dolphin Music
Windows of the  Mind
A Love for Life

Romance
Thriller
Human Interest
Thriller
Future Thriller
Short Stories
Romance

794544CA
783631CA
775515CA
656214CA
66618XCA
750148CA
799465CA

794552CA
78364XCA
775450CA
656206CA
664926CA
750156CA
799473CA

6 3,800 headwords 112 pp
RL Title Genre Cass Bk&Cass

N/A
8
7
7

This Time It's Personal*
Deadly Harvest
Trumpet Voluntary
He Knows Too Much

Thriller
Murder Mystery
Thriller
Human Interest

798442CA
77697XCA
666198CA
656079CA

798450CA
776961CA
664934CA
656060CA

 N/A Not Available yet
 Recorded in American English
*Contains adult material that may not be suitable for younger learners.

$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

Price

PriceBook

Jojo's Story
A Picture to  Remember*
The Man from  Nowhere*
Logan's Choice
Apollo's Gold
Superbird
The Double Bass Mystery

$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50

$11.00
$11.00

$11.00

$11.00
$11.00
$11.00

$5.50
$5.50
$5.50
$5.50

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00

$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00

$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00

$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00

$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50

$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00

$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50

$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
$17.00
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Teaching Techniques in English as a Second Language
Series Editors: Russell N. Campbell and William E. Rutherford
A unique series of books especially designed to meet the needs of the busy classroom teacher. Teachers
new to the ESL field will rely on these books for practical, step-by-step guidance. Experienced teachers
will find new teaching applications for many of the principles they already value, as well as thought-
provoking questions to stimulate further exploration. Practical, concrete, linguistically-sound answers to
the question of what to do on Monday morning are presented. The authors of each volume in the series
are noted authorities in their field and have had years of teaching and teacher-training experience.

Techniques and
Principles in

Language Teaching
Second Edition

Diane Larsen-Freeman
The second edition of
Techniques and Principles in
Language Teaching includes a
modest updating of all of the
methods presented in the first
edition with the exception of
Chapter 6 which has undergone
a substantial revision to reflect
the evolution of Suggestopedia
(1st ed.) to Desuggestopedia in
this edition. In addition, the
Introduction has been
expanded and methods that
have come into prominence
since the first edition of this
book have been included.
As in the first edition, the
author draws the reader into
classrooms where various
teaching methods and
approaches are being used.
Readers are encouraged to
reflect on their own beliefs and
to develop their own approach
to language teaching. The book
provides practical, step-by-step
guidance for new teachers,
while introducing more
experienced teachers to new
approaches and teaching ideas.
©2000
435574-8  Book $17.95

Techniques in
Teaching Writing

Ann Raimes
Practical procedures for
teachers to follow at every
stage are outlined, including
ways to stimulate students to
write through pictures,
readings, and discussions, and
ways to respond to student
writing as a form of
communication. ©1983
434131-3 Book $17.95

Techniques and
Resources in

Teaching Grammar
Marianne Celce-Murcia and
Sharon L. Hilles
This book is for teachers who
are asking whether, when, and
how to teach grammar. The
first two chapters of the book
address general questions of
grammar in ESL theory and
classroom practice. These are
followed by ideas for creative
teaching of grammar. Included
are specific suggestions for
teaching most of the common,
beginning-level structures,
which are listed separately in a
grammar index for easy
reference. ©1988
434191-7 Book $17.95

Techniques in
Testing

Harold S. Madsen
Testing in all skill areas is
covered. How to write and
evaluate tests is clearly
explained with numerous
examples. Also featured is an
appendix describing the most
important commercial,
proficiency, achievement, and
aptitude tests. ©1983
434132-1  Book $17.95

Techniques and
Resources in

Teaching Reading
Sandra Silberstein
Appropriate for new and
experienced teachers alike, this
book answers both theoretical
and practical questions on the
teaching of reading. The author
offers numerous suggestions
on how to teach expository
prose, non prose reading,
fiction, poetry, and songs, as
well as advice on how to help
students discern opinion from
fact. Textbook examples are
complemented with a chapter
on how teachers can develop
their own materials. ©1993
434134-8 Book $17.95

Techniques in
Teaching

Vocabulary
Virginia French Allen
This book provides a sound
basis for teaching vocabulary,
and answers such questions as
which English words students
need to learn most, and why
some words are easier to learn
than others. ©1983
434130-5 Book $17.95
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Ordering Information
All Orders Should be Addressed to:

Caswell & Caswell
3571 Newgate
Troy, MI  48084

WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE please let us know if a confirming purchase order will
be sent.  This will help us avoid possible problems with duplicate orders.

To Order Toll Free Call: 1-800-757-7668
To Order by Fax 1-248-646-4359

METHOD OF SHIPMENT will be United Postal Service unless special request is made
by the customer or we see a need to ship via another service.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES are typically 10% of the total order.  There is a
$4.50 minimum charge.  Residential customers have a minimum charge of $5.25

ORDERS FROM INDIVIDUALS should be prepaid.  Be sure to include state sales tax.

ALL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO:
CASWELL & CASWELL

ORDERS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS should include a purchase order
number when possible and must be on either official stationary or an official purchase
order form.

CLASSROOM DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL FOR INFORMATION.

EXAMINE ALL MATERIALS AS SOON AS RECEIVED!  Notify us of damaged or
missing items immediately.

ALL RETURNS MUST BE AUTHORIZED BY CASWELL & CASWELL.  Permission to
return should be requested and authorized in writing.  We will not issue credit on unau-
thorized returns.  All returned material must be in perfect, unmarked, saleable condition.

ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOG are subject to change because of possible producer
price changes.  We bill at the producer’s latest selling price.  In case of a sizable in-
crease in price, we will notify prior to shipment for confirmation.



To order by phone
Call 1-800-757-7668
Fax:  248-646-4359

william.caswell@sbcglobal.net

CASWELL & CASWELL
ORDER FORM
Ship To:

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

EMail Address ______________________________

Bill To: (if  different)

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

Fax:_(_____)__________________________________

Payment Method: (Check One)

 Payment Enclosed
 Bill my Institution

P.O.#__________________________________

Shipping & Handling Charges:
10% of total purchase

$4.50 minimum S&H Charge
$5.25 minimum Residential S&H Charge

Date All orders are shipped net 30 days.  Returns must have written authorization from us.

$ TOT. COSTITEM# QTY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION $ EACH

Subtotal

Sales Tax

Shipping
TOTAL

CASWELL & CASWELL
3571 Newgate, Troy, MI  48084
www.teachersmarketplace.com

 Yes!  I would like to join your mailing list!
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